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Abstract
Learning item embeddings from browsing logs of recommender systems provides
intriguing opportunities for understanding user preferences. However, such log
data can be severely biased because recommendations imply a selection bias on
the number of clicks an item receives. This selection bias can lead to learned
embeddings that are distorted by past recommendations and that do not reflect the
true semantic similarity one would like to capture. To overcome this problem, we
formulate the task of learning embeddings as a counterfactual learning problem:
how would the user have clicked, if the recommendation algorithm had not interfered? To demonstrate effectiveness and promise of this approach, we present
synthetic experiments that illustrate how the counterfactual learning approach can
recover the true embeddings despite biased data.
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Introduction

When learning an embedding of items, the learned distances in the embedding space should reflect
some notion of semantic similarity. In recommender systems, a promising source of data for learning
such semantic embeddings comes from the access logs that users provide, since it is has been widely
observed that the items accessed in the same session are semantically more similar than random items.
Unfortunately, however, this does not necessarily mean that this data reflects semantic similarity in
an unbiased way. For example, consider co-click within a session as a signal of similarity between
two items. In order for two items to be clicked within one session, two things must happen. The
user must be interested in both items, and the user must have observed these two items. The former
conveys the semantic similarity we may want to capture, but the latter introduces a selection bias
that distorts the signal as it largely depends on how the items were presented to the users (e.g., how
difficult it is to navigate from one item to the other). In this way, two moderately similar items placed
next to each other can receive more co-clicks than two highly similar items placed far apart in terms
of "browsing distance".
In this paper, we propose a counterfactual learning approach that provides a principled way of
separating signal and biases for learning semantically meaningful embeddings. In particular, we
propose a method for learning item embeddings from co-access data that users provide in an online
recommendation system. Viewing recommendation from a causal inference perspective, we argue
that exposing a user to a set of items in a recommendation system is an intervention analogous to
exposing a patient to a treatment in a medical study (Schnabel et al., 2016). In both cases, the goal is
to estimate the true effect of the intervention despite a possibly biased assignment mechanism.
Formally, our goal is to learn an embedding where the conditional probability of observing a click
on an item conditioned on the click on another item decreases with the semantic distance between
the items (Globerson et al., 2007). Considering co-click as a signal of similarity between two items,
we identify two components that together introduce a selection bias – the websites biases in how
items are presented, and biases that result from how humans react to these presentation choices. The
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former we call "system bias" and the latter we call "behavioral bias". An example of the former may
be recommending "you may also like y" to a user who has shown interest in item x, and the latter
may come from the position where such a recommendation is inserted. To deal with these biases and
extract the semantic information, we phrase the embedding problem as the counterfactual question of
how the user would have clicked, if items had been presented uniformly at random. To this effect, we
propose an embedding objective based on a counterfactual estimator of the unbiased training loss.
We evaluate and contrast our approach to naive embedding methods on synthetic click data where we
can vary the amount of bias. We find that naive embeddings can be severely distorted by the presence
of bias, but that the counterfactual embedding approach can nevertheless recover the true embedding.

2

Setup

Consider a user ui who visits a website and is shown documents (d1 , d2 , d3 . . . dn ) — for example, a
page showing the most recent 25 papers on arXiv.org. We observe clicks on a set of documents
in the following sequence hcd1 , cd2 , . . . cdn i. Assuming the user went through the list of documents
in order from top to bottom, to utilize the co-clicks of these documents, we convert the sequence of
clicks into the pairwise co-clicks {(di , dj , cij ) : c(di ) = 1}, where c(di ) = 1 means di is clicked and
cij = 1 if dj is clicked given di was clicked, else cij = 0. For example, in figure 1a, the listing of 4
books on a bestseller list (let’s say b, r, y, g) list may get clicks on b, y and g. This can be converted
into cbr = 0, cby = 1, cbg = 1, cyr = 0, cyg = 1, cgr = 0 to learn from pairwise relevances.
Our idea is to use this co-click dataset to learn a latent space such that the pairs of documents with
cij = 1 are placed closer to each other than the pair of documents that are not co-clicked in a session.
Specifically, we want to discover a d-dimensional embedding where the conditional probability of
clicking dj given di is clicked in the session is proportional to a monotonically decreasing function
of the distance between these documents in the embedding i.e. p(cj = 1|ci = 1, di , dj ∈ w) ∝
f (||Xdi − Xdj ||) where w is the webpage shown to the user and Xdi , Xdj ∈ Rd are the vector
representations of documents di and dj in the true underlying embedding respectively.
In our case, we employ a Student t-distribution with a single degree of freedom (similar to Maaten
and Hinton (2008)) to define the conditional click probability distribution as a function of distance.
This distribution, because of its heavy tailed nature, helps retain the local and the global neighborhood
structure in dimensionality reduction and visualization tasks, for example two-dimensional embed1
dings for activations in neural networks (Maaten and Hinton, 2008). Now we have, f (d) = 1+d
2
such that:
p(cij = 1|ci = 1, di , dj ∈ w) =

1
1 + ||Xi − Xj ||2

For a given embedding, we denote the conditional probability P (cij = 1|ci = 1, di , dj ∈ w) as pij ,
and Xdi as Xi in the rest of the work.
First, let us look at how we may learn given a co-click dataset constructed as above. A naïve approach
is to recover an embedding that best explains the conditional probabilities of these co-clicks. Hence
we look at the likelihood of the dataset given an embedding:
Y

Likelihood(D) =

c

pijij (1 − pij )1−cij

(di ,dj ,cij )∈D

To optimize, we can formulate the negative log-likelihood of the dataset as L as:
L̂naïve (D) =

1
N

X

−cij log pij − (1 − cij ) log (1 − pij )

(1)

(di ,dj ,cij )∈D

where pij = 1/(1+||Xi −Xj ||2 ). Given a training data D of co-clicked pairs, we minimize L̂naïve (D)
to learn the embedding parameters X̂ 1 . For the rest of the paper, we will refer to the estimator as
L̂naïve because of the naïvety of the estimator to ignore biases as we will see in the next section.
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Figure 1: In our toy example, (a) Webpage that a visitor sees with the ranking hd2 , d0 , d3 , d1 i, (b)
True embedding that drives the co-clicks and the embedding learned by the naïve estimator

2.1

The effect of selection bias on embeddings

Consider a hand-crafted example where a website shows a homepage to each user consisting of 4
documents {d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 }. Assume that the true semantic embedding of the documents driving the
clicks places the documents along the x-axis as: Xd0 : (0, 0), Xd1 : (1, 0), Xd2 : (2, 0), Xd3 : (3, 0),
i.e. d0 is the closest to d1 , then d2 and then d3 . However, the documents are shown in the order
(d2 , d0 , d3 , d1 ) as in Figure 1(a).
Let us assume every user certainly clicks on the top-ranked document d2 . Assuming the user behavior
follows a position-based click model (Joachims et al., 2005; Chuklin et al., 2015), the user examines
the document at position 2 with probability p(e2 ) = 0.5, at position 3 with probability p(e3 ) = 0.25,
and p(e4 ) = 0.125. Examination means the user observes the link shown on the page. After clicking
the top-ranked d2 , if the user chooses to examine the next document d0 , he or she clicks it with the
true embedding probability of the pair Xd0 and Xd2 i.e. 1/(1 + 22 ) = 1/5. We see the rest of the
clicks in the similar way.
According to the position bias described above, the probability that the pair of documents (d2 , d0 ) is
examined by a user is 4 times that of the pair (d2 , d1 ). In the data we collect, we will observe that d2
is co-clicked with d0 60% more often than with d1 (even though it is more similar to d1 ). In other
words, if we use the co-click data collected on such a website where the documents are placed in a
biased fashion i.e. they are not presented to the users uniformly at random, we learn embeddings that
are heavily biased by the presentation order of the documents unless we take into consideration the
user click model. For example, in our case, the perceived similarity between documents d2 and d0 is
higher than between d2 and d1 , just because very few users examine both d2 and d1 .
Since we do not observe the examination information, we have a missing data problem at hand.
If we nevertheless naively minimize L̂naïve on a such a biased dataset, we observe that we recover
embeddings that are not equivalent to the known true semantic embedding. Figure 1(b) shows the true
embedding and the (naively) learned embedding, which are substantially different. In the next section,
we look at a way to fix the estimator in Equation 1 to recover the correct underlying embedding.

3

Unbiased Embedding Estimation

Looking from a causal perspective, we apply a treatment to the user (i.e. the pair of documents
(di , dj )) and observe the effect (i.e. click or not (cij )). We will keep this interpretation in mind to
de-bias the likelihood objective using an inverse propensity scoring (IPS) estimator.
1

For all our experiments, we use mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) for optimization with a batch
size of 32 on the training set, using early-stopping over a held-out validation set as the stopping criterion.

3

Let the examination variable eij denote whether dj is examined given di was clicked in the same
session. If we could observe eij and knew the observation propensities P (eij = 1), we could use the
following IPS estimator to get an unbiased estimate of the negative log-likelihood despite the bias in
examination.


X
1
[eij = 1]
L̂(D)
=
− cij log p̂ij − (1 − cij ) log (1 − p̂ij )
N
P (eij = 1)
(di ,dj ,cij )∈D

(Sum over examined pairs only)
Unfortunately, we typically do not observe eij , unless we can track the user’s eye movements. To
overcome this lack of access to the examination variables eij , we derive an alternative unbiased
estimator there merely exploits knowledge of the propensities P (eij = 1) and that clicking an item
implies that eij = 1:


X
X
1
[eij = 1][cij = 1]
1
[eij = 1]
L̂(D) = −
log p̂ij − log (1 − p̂ij ) −
log (1 − p̂ij )
N
P (eij = 1)
N
P (eij = 1)
(di ,dj ,cij )∈D
(di ,dj ,cij )∈D


X
X
[cij = 1]
1
[eij = 1]
1
log p̂ij − log (1 − p̂ij ) −
log (1 − p̂ij )
=−
N
P (eij = 1)
N
P (eij = 1)
(di ,dj ,cij )∈D

(di ,dj ,cij )∈D

(since [eij = 1][cij = 1] = [cij = 1])




X
[cij = 1]
−1
Ee [L̂(D)] =
log p̂ij − log (1 − p̂ij ) + log (1 − p̂ij )
N
P (eij = 1)
(di ,dj ,cij )∈D
 [e =1] 
(Taking expectation over examinations. And since Ee P (eijij =1) k = k)


X
−1
cij
cij
=
log p̂ij + 1 −
log (1 − p̂ij )
N
P (eij = 1)
P (eij = 1)
(di ,dj ,cij )∈D

= L̂IP S (D)
We call the estimator L̂IP S since we used the inverse propensity scoring technique to debias our
likelihood estimate. This derivation is similar to the unbiased learning to rank estimator in Joachims
et al. (2017), where it was also shown how to derive propensities from a click model. This estimator
handles the position (or behavorial) bias, but we still need to handle the ‘system’ bias. We can use the
same IPS technique again to define the following estimator:
1
L̂IP S (D) =
N

X
(di ,dj ,cij )∈D




cij
cij
−
log p̂ij − 1−
log (1 − p̂ij )
P (sij = 1)
P (eij = 1)
P (eij = 1)
1



where P (sij = 1) is the probability that the system presents the pair (di , dj ) to the user on the same
page (and are thus known by design). In expectation over the selections of pairs (di , dj ) by the
system, this estimator is unbiased (proof omitted).
In the rest of the work, we will study the properties of the two estimators– L̂naïve and L̂IP S . Specifically, we will look at how the embeddings learnt by minimizing the two estimators compare to the
true embeddings.

4

Synthetic Experiments

In this section, we present two sets of synthetic experiments. The first explores the effect of position
bias on the learned embeddings under both L̂naïve and L̂IPS . The second set of experiments demonstrates how both system and behavioral biases effect the two estimators, specifically highlighting the
robustness of L̂IPS to model mismatch in the presence of these biases.
4.1

Experiment 1: Effect of position bias

Let us first experiment with an example similar to the one in Section 2.1. Assume a set of users
visiting a website with a set of four documents di , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} ranked on it. Lets say there is
4
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Figure 2: (a) True embedding of the documents (used to draw co-clicks), Website Embedding Xw
(used to draw rankings), Embedding Learned using L̂IPS , and Embedding learned using L̂naïve , (b)
Test set negative log-likelihood (lower the better) of embeddings with varying severity of the position
bias (probability of examining document at rank j, p(ej ) = j1β ) for the true embedding (left), learned
with IPS estimator (center), learned with the naive estimator (right)

a website (presentation) embedding Xw = {d1 : (2, 0), d2 : (3, 0), d3 : (1, 0), d4 : (0, 0)} (e.g.,
browsing distance in the website) that determines what gets shown together more often and a true
document embedding Xd = {d1 : (0, 0), d2 : (1, 0), d3 : (2, 0), d4 : (3, 0)} that determines semantic
similarity (Figure 2a).
For each user u visiting the website, let the top document du1 be drawn uniformly at random, the rest
of the documents be ranked in the order of their distance to du1 in the website embedding Xw (ties
are broken arbitrarily).
Now consider the following process used by u to decide the clicks in this session being shown
hdu1 , du2 , du3 , du4 i. Let us assume, the user always clicks the first document. The user then
moves on to examine the second document with a constant probability p = 1/2. If the user
examines the next document, the user clicks with a probability 1/(1 + ||Xdu1 − Xdu2 ||2 ). Then with
probability p = 1/3 user observes the third document, and if observed, user clicks it with probability
1/(1 + ||Xdu3 − Xdi ||2 ), where di is the document previously clicked and so on.
Using this setup we collect 10000 tuples of the form (di , dj , cij ). Note that we don’t get to observe
the random variable of examination for each of the steps, hence we only see whether each of the
pairs on the webpage was co-clicked or not (conditioned on the first one of the pair being clicked).
Now, we use the dataset D to minimize the negative log likelihood estimators L̂naïve and L̂IPS to learn
embeddings X̂ shown in Figure 2a.
It is apparent that the missing information for the random variable of examination causes the estimator
to be biased and hence we do not recover the true underlying pairwise distances. Using the estimator
L̂IP S with the actual propensities of examination logged during the data generation process, we
recover an embedding equivalent to the true embedding.
Counterfactual Test Set: We generate a test set to computationally determine the quality of embeddings learned by the different estimators. We draw a random pair of two documents from the set of
all pairs, then draw a click or no-click as a Bernoulli trial with a success probability of 1/(1 + d2 ),
where d is the distance between the embedding points of the two documents. Using an embedding’s
log-likelihood of generating this data, we can estimate the quality of the embedding.
What is the effect of severity of the bias? We also experiment with varying the severity of position
bias. By setting the probability of the user examinining the document at position j to (1/j)β ,
we repeat the experiment for values of β in {0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0}. As you can see in figure 2, L̂IPS
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consistently gives the lower test set negative log likelihood as compared to the biased naïve estimator
(L̂naïve ) on the counterfactual test set.
4.2

Experiment 2: Effect of selection bias and position bias
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Figure 3: Left: (a) True document embedding, (b) Website embedding (used to draw co-views),
Right: (c) Embedding Learned handling both selection and position bias, (d) Embedding learned
using naïve estimator Lnaïve , (e) Embeddings learned handling only selection bias, (f) Embeddings
learned handling only position bias
We also perform another set of experiments with a more realistic synthetic data. Consider a set of
160 documents {d1 , d2 , d3 , . . . , d4N |N = 40} with a known true embedding in three-dimensional
space. Each quarter of the points belong to a cluster, color coded as red, green, yellow and blue
(shown in figure 3 top-left). Each of the clusters is a set of 40 points drawn from a multivariate
normal distribution with means at (0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1) respectively, and a diagonal
covariance matrix with all values equal to 0.05. We call this the true embedding Xd . Similar to the
true embedding, these 160 points also lie in another three-dimensional embedding, called the website
embedding Xw . In Xw , about only 20% of the 160 points are in their true position, rest are swapped
with another document into a different cluster than the one they belong to in the true embedding
(shown in figure 3). The idea of the website embedding is to drive the presentation of documents i.e.
induce "system bias" in the data.
Generating clicks We follow a similar idea to the toy experiment in section 2.1 i.e. draw pairs
of documents to be presented to the user using the website embedding, introduce position bias,
and draw the co-click from the true embeddings. First, for each user, we draw a document d1
uniformly at random from the set of 160 points. Then, we present the user with 10 documents
sampled in proportion to 1/(1 + d)2 to their distance from d1 in the website embedding Xw . Each
user clicks the document d1 and proceeds to examine the rest of the page using position based click
model, with pi = 1/i where i is the position of the document in the ranking. For each position,
if the user chooses to examine the document dj , then the user decides to click it with probability
p(cj |ej = 1, ci = 1) = 1/(1 + ||Xi − Xj ||2 ), Xi and Xj are the true embeddings of di and dj
respectively. In this way, we collect a set of pairs of documents that were coclicked or not coclicked.
In this example, we want to demonstrate how the two biases, system bias and behavorial or position
bias, affect the embeddings learned from the data. The system bias is due to the biased selection
of the pairs shown to the user, while the position bias occurs because the users don’t examine all
positions equally often. We choose the true embedding to lie in a three-dimensional space and learn a
two dimensional embedding to demonstrate that it is meaningful to learn in model mismatch settings
too.
Learning Using the data generated by the above process, we minimize the cross entropy loss in
equation 1 to learn an embedding using the two estimators L̂naïve and L̂IPS . We also try combinations
ignoring one of the two biases at a time. We compare the embeddings obtained by these methods in
6

Figure 3. One can see that using the IPS estimator L̂naïve recovers an embedding similar to the true
embedding while others fail to learn the semantic similarities amongst documents.
Counterfactual Test Set To compare the two methods quantitatively, we draw a dataset in the same
way as in section 4.1 i.e. randomly drawing a pair of documents and drawing a click from the true
embedding. We compare the log-likelihood of generating this test dataset using the embedding
learned by the different estimators. The results are compared in Figure 3.
Propensity estimation In case of our synthetic experiments, we are aware of the propensities
(position bias and system bias) because we are in control of the generation process. However, in real
world, we would need to use interventions to efficiently calculate the position biases. For example,
given the ability to intervene with the rankings, we can use the swap-k-and-r method in Joachims
et al. (2017) to estimate the relative probability of examining positions k and r. The propensity
estimation technique would change with the underlying assumption about the click model (Craswell
et al., 2008; Chuklin et al., 2015).

5

Related work

We divide the related work into two groups. First, we mention varios methods in literature for
learning embeddings from high-dimensional data or from co-occurrence statistics. Second, we
mention methods for learning in the presence of biases for recommendation and information retrieval
systems.
Most of the important embedding methods have been developed to reduce the dimensionality of highdimensional data by embedding it into a lower dimensional space for visualization or other upstream
tasks like supervised learning. An embedding algorithm is usually designed to preserve a certain
property of the high-dimensional data, for example, pairwise distances in multidimensional scaling
(MDS) (Cox and Cox, 2000), neighborhood structure in Locally-Linear embeddings (Roweis and
Saul, 2000), and geodesic structure in Isomap (Tenenbaum et al., 2000). Recently, t-SNE embeddings
have proven to be successful in visualizing high-dimensional data such as neural network activations,
by learning a low dimensional representation through a non-linear transformation while retaining
both local and global neighborhood structure (Maaten and Hinton, 2008). It enjoys these benefits
due to the heavy tail nature of the t-student distribution. Inspired by these properties, we also use a
t-student distribution around an embedding point to define probability of co-occurrence because of its
properties.
Another class of embedding methods use co-occurrence data of entities to learn embeddings (Globerson et al., 2007). These methods discover embeddings such that the pairwise distances of items
explain the co-occurrence statistics. A special advantage is that these methods can be used to embed entities belonging to different modalities e.g. users and items, authors and papers etc. Some
approaches like Logistic Markov Embeddings (LME) embeds songs from music playlists into a
euclidean space (Chen et al., 2012) while some embed heterogeneous entities like images and labels in
a euclidean space where the true labels of the images are ranked in the neighborhood of the image by
relevance (Weston et al., 2011). Recently, word embedding methods such as word2vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013) and GLoVe(Pennington et al., 2014) have been successful in learning feature representations
for words and their contexts using their co-occurrence information. The learned embeddings are
meaningful representations of words that reflect some semantic properties of the language. These
embeddings also provide a great baseline feature representation for text classification and clustering
(Pennington et al., 2014). Many studies recently have pointed out that these embeddings reflect some
cultural biases that are purely a side-effect of using the co-occurrence data blindly (Bolukbasi et al.,
2016). Barkan and Koenigstein (2016) uses ideas from word2vec to learn item embeddings from user
music history and shopping carts in an online store. Our focus is to reflect how the presentation and
human selection introduces a bias in the embeddings regardless of the embedding model used and
how we can fix it by reasoning about the bias.
Collaborative filtering exploits the similarity pattern across users to discover similarity between items.
However, biases like exposure of the items to users are not traditionally handled. One approach has
been to handle by modeling the process using a generative model with exposure as a latent variable
and fitting it to the dataset (Liang et al., 2016). Similarly, some works tackle the problem of learning
from data with user-item ratings that are missing not at random (MNAR) as a data imputation model
based on the joint likelihood of the missing data model and the rating model (Marlin and Zemel,
7

2009; Hernandez-Lobato et al., 2014). Besides these, in the search result page optimization setting,
click models try to model the user behavior in order to explain the bias effects while learning the
query-item relevances. For example, a position based model assumes that users have a particular
probability of examining each position in a ranked list (Joachims et al., 2005; Craswell et al., 2008),
while a cascade model assumes users to only go down examining items in a ranked list sequentially
and clicking the relevant documents in the process (Craswell et al., 2008). There are variations of
these behavorial assumptions proposed in different click models (Chapelle and Zhang (2009); Borisov
et al. (2016), see Chuklin et al. (2015) for details). All these methods are trained to maximize the
likelihood of observing the click data while modeling the user behavior according to the click model
assumptions. In our work, we try to model item-item similarities, instead of user-item relevances as
in the case of click models. We use co-clicks of item-item pairs to determine the similarity of the
items, we believe that there is magnitude more amount of data to provide pairwise similarities than
user-item relevances since a user or a query might only be seen once in the dataset.
Recent works have pointed out that the evaluation and learning in case of recommendation and
evaluation systems is biased if we do not consider the biases due to human behavior(Schnabel
et al., 2015; Joachims et al., 2017). Drawing an analogy between the interaction of information
retrieval systems and humans to be similar to treatments in causal inference literature, we can use
from the inverse propensity scoring (IPS) method (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983) in observational
studies (Imbens and Rubin, 2015) that is used to debias estimators in case the treatment assignment
mechanism is not uniform. Recently, IPS estimators have been employed for unbiased evaluation and
learning in information retrieval systems (T. Schnabel, 2016), recommendation systems (Schnabel
et al., 2016) and learning to rank framework (Schnabel et al., 2015; Joachims et al., 2017). In the past,
weighting approaches have been largely successful in domain adaptation and co-variate shift, where
the training and test datasets belong to different distributions (e.g. Bickel et al. (2009); Sugiyama and
Kawanabe (2012)). Similarly, we use a weighted empirical risk minimization objective to debias the
learning process while benefiting from the rigorous learning guarantees it provides (Schnabel et al.,
2016).

6

Discussion

We present a modular way to learn embeddings while disentangling the biases present due to the
system and the behavior of human users. Through our synthetic experiments, we show that the IPS
estimator proposed is robust to increasing severity of the biases as well as model mismatch (as is
the case in real world data). For real world experiments, we propose that the propensities can be
estimated by assuming a click model and then doing an intervention experiment (similar to Joachims
et al. (2017)). This work presents an application of the broader view of viewing recommender systems
as assigning treatments to human users and the data reflecting the outcomes of these treatments. The
hope is that this understanding enables us to explore the vast range of tools developed for causal
inference in order to make learning for recommender systems better.
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